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Dear Greenpeacers

It looks as though the legal dispute between the Greenpeace
Foundation and GreenpeaceSan Francisco will not be resolved
out of 'Court and that it will be necessary to seek a judge-
iue nt; in ozder to settle the problem. We had si ncere ly hopod
that by forcing the issue it would be possible to work out a
negotiated settlement, but recent events make it clear that
th~ problem cannot be solved through internal Inediation.

"

The San Francisco Board met on July 18 to consider a compromise
proposal presented by the Greenpeace Foundation which would
have established a coali tion be t.ween the two offices. The
compromise was defeated by a vote of 4 to 3. Opposed were:
Carol Sears, John Frizell, Tom Falvey and Eddie Chavies. In
favour were: David Tussman, Dick Dillman and Donna Scheff~
Immediately following the meeting, Tussman, Dillman and Scheff
(President, Vice-President and Office Hanger) resigned from
their paid staff positions but retained membership on the
Board. After voting against the proposal Eddie Chavies re-
signed from the Board and. fled to Boston. The Board is now
deadlocked 3 - 3. A meeting of the San Francisco office will
be held on August 3 to fill. the vacant seat on the Board. It
could be filled by someone in favour or someone opposed to an
Out of Court settlement.

The date of SepteITIber6 has been set by the U.S. District Court
for a preliminary hearing of the dispute. At this hearing ,
there will be no verbal testimony and the evidence will be pre~
sented in the form of sworn affidavits. The Foundation will
be seeking a Court injunction or other suitable remedies'to
prohibit further unauthorised use of its copyright and logos
by the San Francisco office. The future evolution of the
dispute hinges largely on the outcome of this preliminary hearing.

Enter David HcTaggart, who reportedly supports "U.s. autonomy"
as the solution to th:, problem and considers the Greenpeace
Foundation "unworthy":de to its long history of "unsuccessful
campaigns". It is .i roni.caL that three of the principal
antagonists we find ourselves dealing w i.t.hare Candian citizens
from Vancouver. I speak of David McTaggart, John Frizell and
Allan Thornton, all of whom were intimately associated with
the Greenpeace Foundation at vazious times.
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Many of you were not involved with Greenpeace in its early years
and are therefore understandably confused by conflicting inter-
pretations of the history of Greenpeace from 1969 to 1975. I
strongly recorn,mendthat you examine all such interpretations
with a critical mind. In our opinion, many important factors
are being distorted for the purpose of gaining political influ-
ence and support. Of course, the Court proceedings will resolve
many of these distortions and very fortunately, the complete
history of Greenpeace from 1969 to 1978 will soon be published
interna'tionally by Holt Reinehart & Winston in New York. The
book is written by Bob Hunter and will be titled "Warriors of
t.Lc Hair'Ico"".';A, Chronicle of t.he Greenpeace Movement". Itwas
Bob Hunter who introduced the legend of the Warriors of the
Hainbow to Greenpeace on board the "Phyllis Cormack" in 1971.

"During the last months, we have received many corrments on the
present state of affairs in Greenpeace. Some experienced pro-
fessional and media people see it as an inevitable phase in the
evolution of a growing organization. Many people not familiar
with the distasteful nature of political and legal struggle view
it as something of a blot on the environmental movement. At
this point, we can see no alternative but to continue pressing
for a decisive outcome. Until the legal question regarding
copyright is resolved, there can be no consolidation of Greenpeace.
While it is unfortunate that there are those who would block
consolidation, this can in no way lessen our resolve to carry
through our comm.itment to a clear resolution of the dispute.
From a legal standpoint, there is virtually no doubt that our
position in this matter is correct. Concerted opposition to
our position may result in some prolonging of the agony, but
will inevitably result in an even more decisive resolution.

Again I urge you all to investigate the nature and facts of the
dispute thoroughly before accepting anyone version.
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Please feel free to contact myself or Peter Ballem through this
office if you w i sh any documentation or clarification of the
facts.

Sincerely,
)

Patrlck Moore


